A Shifted Delta Coefficient Objective for Monaural Speech Separation using Multi-task Learning
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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of monaural speech separation for simultaneous speakers. Recent studies such as uPIT, cuPIT-Grid LSTM and their variants have advanced the state-of-the-art separation models. Delta and acceleration coefficients are typically used in the objective function to capture short time dynamics. We consider that such coefficients don’t benefit from the temporal information over a long range such as phoneme and syllable. In this paper, we propose a shifted delta coefficient (SDC) objective to explore the temporal information over a long range of the spectral dynamics. The SDC ensures the temporal continuity of output frames within the same speaker. In addition, we propose a novel multi-task learning framework, that we call SDC-MTL, by extending the SDC objective with a subtask of predicting the time-frequency labels (\{(silence, single, overlapped)\}) of the mixture. The experimental results show 11.7% and 3.9% relative improvements on WSJ0-2mix dataset under open conditions over the uPIT and cuPIT-Grid LSTM baselines. A further analysis shows 17.8% and 6.2% relative improvements with speakers of same gender.

Index Terms: Shifted Delta Coefficient, Time-Frequency labelling, Single Channel Speech Separation, Multi-tasking Learning.

1. Introduction

In human speech communication, a listener can easily capture the desired speech channel, even from complex background noise and competing speech. Such a cocktail party problem [1] is not trivial to be solved by a machine. To naturally interact with machines, an automatic solution is required in many real-world applications, such as remote meeting devices, smart speakers and robots.

The cocktail party problem has been studied for decades, from initial works using computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) [2, 3] based on heuristics, e.g., pitch continuity, non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [4, 5, 6], to probabilistic models such as a factorial GMM-HMM [7]. However, these methods not only rely on accurate trackers (i.e., pitch tracker) but also intensive computation. Furthermore, these methods often either produce poor performance or only work under the conditions with prior knowledge of the speakers.

Recently, the performance of the monaural speech separation has been significantly improved by several deep learning techniques, such as deep clustering (DC) [8, 9], deep attractor network (DANet) [10], permutation invariant training (PIT) [11], utterance level PIT (cuPIT) [12] and constrained uPIT (cuPIT) [13]. The DC and DANet techniques project the spectrogram of the mixture to a high dimensional embedding space, where the time-frequency bins belonging to each source are grouped together.

One shortcoming of the DC method is that its objective function is defined in the embedding space, which may not be optimal for the speech separation task. The DANet method addresses this problem by creating attractor points in high dimensional embedding space and estimating mask within the network to separate signals directly. Unfortunately, this approach increases the complexity as it involves the attractor in the runtime process. The PIT, uPIT and cuPIT techniques are a series of approaches to speech separation with end-to-end training by minimizing the cost over all permutations in order to solve the label ambiguity problem. To overcome the frame discontinuity problem during inference in PIT, the cuPIT is proposed by forcing the separated frames belonging to the same speaker to be aligned to the same output stream using BLSTM [14] with an utterance level training criterion. The cuPIT [13] method further improves the performance, especially in same gender condition, by adding weighted delta and acceleration of output frames, that we call delta-acceleration coefficients, in the cost function. Such temporal information has improved the end-to-end training. However, the delta-acceleration coefficients are limited to a short-time window of a few speech frames.

Previous studies show that human speech comprehension depends on the integrity of both the spectral content and temporal envelope of the speech signal [15, 16]. Human auditory neurons are tuned to detect local spectro-temporal patterns of speech [17, 18]. Inspired by these findings, we would like to address the discontinuity problem by proposing a shifted delta coefficient (SDC) objective, which uses long contextual temporal dynamics to supervise the mask estimation process during the end-to-end training. The shifted delta coefficients capture the time dynamic of the speech behavior in a long range of 10 frames (160ms shift for one frame). The spectral transitions between phonemes and even syllables are now included in the SDC analysis window. With the dynamics, the spectral frames of same speaker will be aligned to the same side without having to explicitly find and model the spectral structure of the speech signal. In addition, we propose a novel multi-task learning framework that extends the SDC objective in the main task of speech separation with a subtask of predicting the time-frequency labels (\{(silence, single, overlapped)\}) of the mixed speech signal. We name the multi-task learning system as SDC-MTL method. Since the masks of the overlapped parts are hard to predict, the proposed multi-task learning architecture improves the mask estimation by explicitly telling which time-frequency bins are overlapped during the training.

Section 2 describes the monaural speech separation problem by using masks to filter the mixture. The details of the
2. Monaural Speech Separation with Masks

The monaural speech separation aims to separate a linearly mixed single channel microphone signal \( y(n) \) into individual source signals \( x_s(n), s \in [1, S] \).

\[
    y[n] = \sum_{s=1}^{S} x_s[n]
\]  

(1)

Since only the mixed signal \( y(n) \) is observed, the goal is to estimate \( \tilde{x}_s[n] \) that is close to \( x_s[n] \). This problem is recently formulated as a supervised learning task, which estimates a filter (i.e., mask) for each speaker with the supervised information of ideal binary mask or ideal ratio mask [19, 20, 21, 22]. With the introduction of deep learning techniques, the separation performance has been dramatically improved with the magnitude spectrum approximation loss [11, 13, 23, 24]. To estimate the mask, the mixed speech signal is transformed into spectrogram representation as \( Y(t, f) \) for each time-frequency bin \((t, f)\). Then the mask estimation is conducted on the spectrogram of the mixture directly.

By using the predicted masks, the magnitude \( |\tilde{X}_s(t, f)| \) of individual source is obtained by

\[
    |\tilde{X}_s(t, f)| = M_s(t, f) \odot |Y(t, f)|
\]

(2)

where \( \odot \) indicates element-wise multiply. The estimated magnitude \( |\tilde{X}_s(t, f)| \) of each speaker and the phase of mixed speech \( \angle Y(t, f) \) are used to reconstruct the time domain waveform \( \tilde{x}_s[n] \) by an inverse discrete Fourier transform and an overlap and add operation. We note that phase estimation remains a challenge in speech separation or speech enhancement. In this paper, we use the phase of mixed speech directly when reconstructing the output signals.

3. Multi-Task Learning with SDC

In this paper, we propose to estimate magnitude spectrum approximation masks for each individual source using a shifted delta coefficient objective along with permutation invariant training to explore the temporal information over a long context. Then we incorporate the proposed objective into a multitask learning framework with the subtask of predicting the labels for each time-frequency bin, as shown in Figure 1. In this framework, each time-frequency bin is tagged with one of the labels in \{silence, single, overlapped\}, which contributes to the process of mask learning.

3.1. Shifted Delta Coefficient Objective

Dynamic features [25, 26] and the shifted delta cepstral features [27, 28], which spans the delta cepstra computation across multiple frames of speech, have been proven effective in speech and language recognition. We propose the use of shifted delta coefficient objective in monaural speech separation to capture the long range contextual information. Although this objective is proposed for speech separation, it also can be used in neural network based speech enhancement.

The shifted delta coefficients explore the dynamic information of speech spectrogram. Since it spans across multiple frames, the spectral transitions between phonemes and even sylables are included into its analysis window. A cost function with the shifted delta coefficients ensures that the spectral continuity of speaker is explicitly taken into consideration in the speech separation task.

The computation of shifted delta coefficient is based on the delta coefficient \( f_d(t) \) that can be calculated as follows,

\[
    f_d(t) = \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{L} l \times (v(t+l) - v(t-l))}{\sum_{l=1}^{L} 2l^2}
\]

(3)

where \( L \) is the order and is set as 2 in this study, \( v(t) \) is the spectral feature vector from the frame \( t \) of speech. The shifted delta coefficient \( f_{sdc}(t) \) extends the delta coefficient by concatenating \( K \) (i.e., 4) blocks of delta coefficient with a shift of \( P \) (i.e., 2) in this work. For \( k \)th coefficient,

\[
    f_{sdc}(t) = f_d(t + (k - 1)P) = \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{L} l \times (v(t+(k-1)P+l) - v(t+(k-1)P-l))}{\sum_{l=1}^{L} 2l^2}
\]

(4)

where \( k \in \{1, K\} \). In this way, the shifted delta coefficient vector expands multiple frames (i.e., 10 frames) and contains

\[
    f_{sdc}(t) = [f_d(t), f_d(t+P), \ldots, f_d(t+(K-1)P)]
\]

(5)

Following previous works [12, 13], the permutation invariant training is implemented to estimate the mask for each speaker with the supervision of the ideal phase sensitive mask (IPSM) [29], which considers the phase difference between the mixture and individual source. When the magnitude spectrum approximation loss is applied, the training criterion will be the cross mean square error of the shifted delta coefficients between the estimated magnitude and true magnitude with phase difference.

\[
    J_{sdc, \theta}(s) = \frac{1}{F} \sum_{f=1}^{F} \sum_{s=1}^{S} \left( ||f_{sdc}(\hat{M}_s \odot |Y|) - f_{sdc}(|X_{\theta}(s)\| \odot \cos(\theta - \theta_{\phi}(s)))) ||^2_F \right)
\]

(6)
where $\phi_p(s), p \in [1, P]$ is an assignment of target source (s) to an output, and $P = S!$ is the number of all permutations. $|| \cdot ||_F$ is the Frobenius norm.

With the permutation invariant training, the optimal assignment is done by choosing the minimal cost among all permutations ($P$). For instance, the costs of $2! = 2$ permutations (error1, error2 when $p=1$ and 2) in the case of 2 speakers are considered in Figure 1.

$$\hat{p} = \arg\min_{p\in P} J_{sdc, \phi_p(s)}$$ (7)

And the cost of the shifted delta coefficient objective used to optimize the network is obtained with the optimal assignment.

### 3.2. Multi-task Learning Framework

Due to the time-frequency sparseness characteristic of speech signal, the time-frequency bins of the mixed speech can be classified into one of the three categories: silence, single, overlapped. A speech separation task is to separate the overlapped time-frequency bins into individual speakers. The ideal masks for the overlapped parts are always less than 1. For the time-frequency bins tagged with ‘single’, the ideal masks are 1 for the speaker that they belong to, otherwise, they are 0.

In this paper, we form the time-frequency label estimation as a subtask in monaural speech separation, as shown in Figure 1. To estimate the time-frequency label, the output layer with 3 hidden nodes uses a softmax function to predict the label for each time-frequency bin. The cross entropy loss is calculated over frames.

$$J_{ce} = -\frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} (g_t \times \log \hat{g}_t + (1 - g_t) \times \log(1 - \hat{g}_t))$$ (8)

where $g_t$ is the true probability vector over all frequency bins at frame $t$. And $\hat{g}_t$ is the predicted probability vector over all frequency bins at frame $t$.

Then the multi-task learning loss is obtained by weight sum of the shifted delta coefficient objective loss and the cross entropy loss.

$$J_{mtt} = (1 - \lambda) \times J_{sdc, \phi_p(s)} + \lambda \times J_{ce}$$ (9)

where the $\lambda$ is the weight to tune the importance of the two loss.

### 4. Experiments and Discussion

#### 4.1. Experimental Setup

Same as [13], the proposed methods are evaluated on the WSJ0-2mix dataset \(^1\) [8], which was mixed by randomly choosing utterances of two speakers from the WSJ0 corpus [30]. In this paper, the WSJ0-2mix (two-speaker mixed) dataset was divided into three sets: training set (20,000 utterances $\approx 30h$), development set (5,000 utterances $\approx 8h$), and test set (3,000 utterances $\approx 5h$). Specifically, the utterances from 50 male and 51 female speakers in the WSJ0 training set (si_tr,s) were randomly selected to generate the training and development set in WSJ0-2mix at various signal-to-noise (SNR) ratios uniformly chosen between 0dB and 5dB. Similarly, the test set was created by randomly mixing the utterances from 10 male and 8 female speakers in the WSJ0 development set (si_dt,05) and evaluation set (si_et,05). Since the speakers in the development set of "WDJ02015). Since the speakers in the development set of WSJ0-2mix dataset were the same as those in the training set, the development set was used as closed condition (CC) to tune parameters. Moreover, the test set was considered as open condition (OC) evaluation, because the speakers in the test set were different from those in the training and development sets.

The data was generated at a sampling rate of 8kHz. And a 128-point STFT with the normalized square root of the 32ms length hamming window and 16ms window shift was used to transform the speech signal into frequency domain. The input 129-dim spectral magnitude features were obtained. Since the masks were estimated with magnitude spectrum approximation approach, the magnitudes of two targets were obtained in the same way as the supervision. To obtain the true time-frequency labels, we firstly labeled each time-frequency bin of every target speaker with voiced and unvoiced tags. If the time-frequency bin of both speakers were labeled as voiced, the tag for this time-frequency bin of the input mixture was ‘overlapped’. If only one was labeled as voiced, the tag was ‘single’. Otherwise, the tag of ‘silence’ was given.

In order to fairly compare with previous work [12, 13], 3 BLSTM layers with 896 units in each layer were kept same and deployed in our proposed architecture. The units, frequency input dimension and shift in the Grid LSTM cell were set to 64, 29 and 10. And the outputs of the Grid LSTM [31, 32, 33] were reduced by a linear layer from 1408 to 896. The BLSTM and Grid LSTM layers used a random dropout with a dropout rate of 0.5 \(^2\). The ReLU activation function was used in the mask estimation layer. Since there were 129 frequency bins and each frequency bin had 3 possible tags, the output layer of the sub-task had 387 (= 3 x 129) nodes. The learning rate was initialized as 0.0005 and scaled down by 0.7 when the training loss increased on the development set. 16 randomly selected utterances were used in each minibatch. The number of minimum epoch was set to 30 and the early stopping criterion was that the relative loss improvement was lower than 0.01. The model was optimized with Adam algorithm [34] and implemented using Tensorflow \(^3\). We evaluate the performance using global normalized signal-to-distortion ratio (GNSDR, same as “SDR improvement” in [8, 9, 11, 12, 13]) using the toolbox in [35].

#### 4.2. Experimental Results

##### 4.2.1. Effect of Shifted Delta Coefficient Objective

Figure 2 shows the results with different shift $P$ and block $K$ in the SDC objective. To tune $K$, we firstly fix $P$ to 3 and observe that the best performance is obtained when $K$ grows to 4. Then we fix $K$ to 4 to tune the shift $P$. With this parameter tuning

\(^1\)Available at: http://www.merl.com/demos/deep-clustering
\(^2\)The dropout was not applied across time steps, although it was known to be effective and used in [9].
\(^3\)https://www.tensorflow.org/
Table 1: A comparison of GNSDR (dB) over different objective functions calculated on Magnitude, Delta, Acceleration and SDC on WSJ0-2mix test sets using 3 BLSTM layers in uPIT-BLSTM systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Magnitude</th>
<th>Delta</th>
<th>Acceleration</th>
<th>SDC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GNSDR</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

scheme, the best GNSDR (dB) is achieved when $P$ is 2 and $K$ is 4. Therefore, the SDC vector at frame $t$ is $\{f_{d}(t), f_{d}(t + 2), f_{d}(t + 4), f_{d}(t + 6)\}$. Since the best order $L$ is tuned as 2 in the delta ($f_{d}(\cdot)$) computation, the SDC vector expands the long contextual temporal information to maximum of 10 frames.

To evaluate the effectiveness of long contextual temporal information in SDC objective, we compare SDC with Magnitude, Delta, and Acceleration based mean square error (MSE) objectives with permutation invariant training. The Delta and SDC include temporal information over the Magnitude directly and SDC captures the information with a even longer context window than Delta. Table 1 shows that the performance of the proposed SDC objective outperforms others. By comparing with magnitude based MSE objective [12], we confirm that dynamic temporal information, represented by Delta and SDC, is helpful. The long range contextual information (SDC) ensures the speech continuity within each speaker.

4.2.2. Effect of Multi-task Learning

By using the time-frequency labels to improve the performance of speech separation, we propose a novel multi-task learning framework to combine the proposed SDC objective and cross entropy of the subtask together. Figure 3 shows the results with different weight $\lambda$, which balances the importance between the proposed SDC objective and the cross entropy. We observe that the best performance is achieved when the weight is set to 0.2.

![Figure 3: The GNSDR (dB) of tuning the weight $\lambda$ in the multi-task learning system using 1 Grid LSTM layer and 3 BLSTM layers evaluated under three conditions on the test set. All gender: all data are used to calculate GNSDR. Different gender: GNSDR is computed on the data that the gender of the input mixture is different. Similarly, same gender: GNSDR is computed on the data that the gender of the input mixture is same.](image)

Table 2: GNSDR (dB) in a comparative study of with or without multi-task learning and Grid LSTM on WSJ0-2mix test set. The results of different and same gender are also included for further analysis. The weight $\lambda$ is set to 0.2 for multi-task learning systems. cMSE means adding weighted delta and acceleration as constraints into MSE objective [13].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>GNSDR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNSDR</td>
<td></td>
<td>MSE [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cMSE [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cMSE [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SDC-MTL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SDC-MTL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3. Comparisons with Other Methods

Table 3 compares the proposed approach with other state-of-the-art methods on the WSJ0-2mix database. Our proposed SDC-MTL-Grid LSTM method outperforms other methods, such as DC, DANet, uPIT-BLSTM. Compared with our previous proposed cuPIT-Grid LSTM, the proposed SDC-MTL-Grid LSTM uses same network configuration and the difference comes from the SDC objective and multi-task learning. Although the cuPIT-Grid LSTM method uses additional weighted delta and acceleration as constraints in the objective, the proposed SDC-MTL-Grid LSTM outperforms the cuPIT-Grid LSTM by using a long contextual temporal objective to model the spectral dynamics. The time-frequency labels in the multi-task learning also contribute to the improvement by the supervised information of where the overlapped speech is. Examples are available at https://sites.google.com/site/xuchenglin28/demos/kb18/.

Table 3: GNSDR (dB) in a comparative study of different separation methods on the WSJ0-2mix dataset with optimal frame level assignment or default assignment on closed (CC) and open (OC) conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Opt Assign</th>
<th>Def Assign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>OC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC [8]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC [9]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANet [10]</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIT-DNN [11]</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uPIT-BLSTM [12]</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuPIT-Grid LSTM [13]</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDC-MTL-Grid LSTM [13]</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRM</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSM</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a shifted delta coefficient objective for speech separation and incorporate it into a multi-tasking learning framework with a subtask of predicting time-frequency labels (silence, single and overlapped). Experimental results show that our proposed shifted delta coefficient objective is comparable to our previous proposed constrained cost function with weighted delta and acceleration. By adding the time-frequency labels into the multi-task learning framework, the proposed SDC-MTL-Grid LSTM method achieves better performance than previous state-of-the-art methods. In addition, the proposed method is also effective on the same gender mixed speech separation task.
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